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ABSTRACT Given the growth, complexity, and size of the Internet, new methodologies are needed to support cost-effective resource provisioning. This paper provides a cost-based polynomial-time heuristic algorithm for resource provisioning optimization called multi-layered market algorithm (MMA). The MMA is solvable for multi-layered, multi-technology, and practical-sized networks, where the traffic is modeled as a combination of constant bit-rate and variable bit-rate (VBR) traffic streams. A VBR stream is modeled either by a Gaussian process or by a Poisson Pareto burst process (PPBP) which under certain parameter values is long-range dependent – a known characteristic of the Internet traffic streams. The consideration of VBR traffic models in a multi-layered network optimization is a key novel aspect of MMA. The MMA considers a range of transport technologies operating in layers and traffic sharing schemes. The MMA implements flow-size-based routing where flows according to their sizes are routed independently. As routing affects resource requirement, such considerations are important for resource provisioning by the given cost models. The complexity resulting from these considerations, including layering and PPBP traffic, requires a simplified design philosophy which in this paper, is based on adopting the shortest path routing in each layer. This is achieved by MMA which is based on an iterative algorithm, and resource provisioning that is performed link-by-link in all layers. As a benchmark for MMA, we provide an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for a multi-layered network optimization problem with fixed end-to-end demands. The MMA is validated by comparing its solutions to those ILP results in different variants of a six-node network, and its software is verified using double-entry bookkeeping – a method commonly used in accounting systems. The MMA runs on a platform called network mark-up language, which enables visualization and further validation of the results.

INDEX TERMS Integer linear programming, multi-layered network, optimization, Poisson Pareto burst process.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing complexity of the Internet imposes challenges on network designs and operations. This Internet complexity is a result of its multi-layered multi-technology growing architecture that faces the explosion of multimedia services and applications serving billions of human and non-human users. These users that are connected to the Internet impose exponentially increasing traffic demands, the nature of which is highly variable. To meet quality of service (QoS) requirements of the various services and to cope with increasing demand, service providers often “throw capacity at the problem” which has proven inefficient and drives CAPEX and OPEX up [1]. There is a need for a methodology based on realistic traffic and network modeling that leads to an efficient and scalable design algorithm that achieves a cost-effective resource provisioning for multi-layered networks. In addition to the explosive growth of traffic and services, the service providers also find it difficult to keep up with the complexity associated with frequent technology developments. Such developments are likely to lead to significant cost savings if service providers could carefully choose the technologies for future network.
Lower layers have lower cost per bit, but this cost saving is achieved only if resources are sufficiently utilized at the lower layers. This cost saving is achieved only if resources are sufficiently utilized by the lower layers. For example, in the case of the WDM layer, using a 40 Gb/s wavelength for a 10 Mb/s stream may not save costs. Nevertheless, traffic can be aggregated in higher layers and efficiently utilized in the lower layers. In addition, the modularity and clear interface between independent layers have significant benefit in technology development evolution as one layer can be upgraded, modified or even eliminated independently of the other layers.

An illustration of a potential evolutionary trend of the structure of a layered Internet core network has been provided in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In particular, these figures illustrate an evolution from the traditional layered layout of core nodes based on IP, ATM, SONET/SDH and WDM to the more flat “IP focused architecture” with only IP over optical transport network (OTN) over WDM directly [2]–[4]. A further evolutional step to an “Optical bypass architecture” shown in Fig. 1 illustrates a range of options for each transmission technology to different technology options.

**FIGURE 1.** Illustration of connectivity in a layered communication network.

**FIGURE 2.** OTN based layered network architecture.

From all these developments, given the benefits of layered architectures, we can expect that layered architectures of the Internet are here to stay, and the problems of how to provision resources in layered architectures will remain important for the foreseeable future. Given the growth, complexity and size of the Internet, new methodologies are needed to support cost-effective resource provisioning for multi-layered networks.

**A. OUR RESOURCE PROVISIONING ALGORITHM**

In this paper, we describe a polynomial-time algorithm for core network resource provisioning, which we call multi-layered market algorithm (MMA). MMA considers a layered architecture of multi-technologies network, and the traffic is modelled by either constant bit-rate (CBR) traffic streams or variable bit-rate (VBR) traffic streams, where the VBR traffic is modelled by a combination (or mixture) of long and short range dependent processes.

Since every network resource is used by several traffic streams, MMA also considers different sharing properties of different switching technologies to allow these traffic streams to share the capacity and the cost of the resources they use. The different sharing schemes will be further discussed in detail in Section II-B. The cost of transmission of the data considering the particular sharing schemes associated with each technology used in each layer as key parameters of the algorithm. MMA aims to optimize the routing choices for each traffic stream between source destination (SD) pairs, and resource provisioning is based on given cost models that considers different traffic sharing allocation schemes in various layers. The solution derived by MMA will achieve cost efficiency of transporting a certain amount of data between SD pairs under the availability of sets of routes and transmission technologies.

Although MMA aims to optimize traffic management including the choice of layers and routing for every stream for the purpose of resource provisioning, it does not provide means to implement such optimization in real time in a real network. This will potentially be provided by currently evolving technologies including software-defined networking (SDN) [5], [6]. Nevertheless, MMA provides scalable resource provisioning that is based on efficient nearly optimal traffic management. Such provisioning is needed given current network evolutionary trends.

MMA is run on a publicly available platform called Netml (network mark-up language). It is currently available at <netml.usq.edu.au>, and we plan to make it available on netml.org [7] during 2019. MMA is validated in three ways. Firstly, we compare the cost-effectiveness of a range of MMA variants to equivalent integer linear programming (ILP) variants for small networks. By careful choice of the various ILP benchmarks, we are able to demonstrate that the polynomial-time MMA indeed achieves efficient design for the complex problem of multi-layered network optimization under realistic traffic models. Secondly, to guarantee the correctness of MMA, we provide a methodological procedure for software verification. As in [8] and [9], we use the term module to represent a “modular capacity unit” because “in real networks, capacities can be installed only in modular units, e.g., T1, E1, OC-3” [8]. In this paper, we allocated
capacity to a link based on an integer number of modules per link multiple the module bit rate.

We provide a detailed report which validates the prices attributed to the traffic streams which must equivalent to the total cost based on the cost of the modules in each link [10]. This verification process is equivalent to double-entry bookkeeping (widely used for error detection in the accounting field for centuries) [11]. The third way is based on visualization of the optimized result network where all the details of the network design can also be observed.

With the ever-increasing growth of the Internet, its adverse effect on the environment in terms of its contribution to global warming also increases [12]. The combination of potential energy tax and social responsibility of network providers motivate the design of greener networks. MMA can be used for the design of such networks by amplifying energy costs in the optimization. This will allow weighting in favor of “greener” solutions, and the solution by our algorithm will potentially contribute to a cost efficient as well as an energy efficient network.

B. RELATED WORK
Multi-layered network design of traffic routing and capacity assignment assuming deterministic traffic in a two-layer or three-layer network has been addressed previously in various publications (e.g. [2], [8], [9], [13]–[31]). A comprehensive survey of approaches and methods for multi-layered network optimization and design is given in [20]. Heuristics based on different routing algorithms for design of multi-layer and multi-technologies network are discussed in [9] and [13]–[15]. The research in [2], [8], [21], [22], and [24], tackles optimization of CAPEX or the number of network resources for a multilayer network by selection of network components and determination of corresponding prices as specified in the cost models to achieve cost-effective architectures.

Koster et al. [27] proposed a single-plane cut method to tackle the minimum cost problem in two-layer SDH/WDM telecommunication network designing. The work in [21] shows that to minimize the total network cost, traffic in the IP layer is groomed for low loaded network and high loads of transit traffic are relocated into the optical layer. A classical approach is based on the use of iterations that alternate between optimizing traffic routing for solving multi-commodity problems and resource provisioning, for example, using dynamic programming [31]. Aparicio-Pardo et al. [29] proposed a heuristic MILP model which is based on multi-commodity flows for routing optimization and CAPEX for IP/MPLS over WDM network according to time-varies traffic patterns. Lopez et al. [17] proposed a use case for application-awareness in network planning, where resources provisioning in multilayer optimization is dynamically performed.

Traffic traces show that Internet traffic exhibits long-range dependence and self-similarity behavior (e.g., [32]), which is mainly because of high variability in the sizes of Internet flows (or their bandwidth demands) that can be characterized by heavy tailed distributions [33]–[37]. It is well known that it has been considered difficult to obtain exact analytical results for performance of systems fed by long-range dependent processes for the entire range of the parameter values. A popular traffic model is the so-called Poisson Pareto burst process (PPBP) (a.k.a M/G/oc process for the special case Pareto distribution is used for the ‘G’). This process consists of a Poisson process of arriving flows which are assumed to have independent Pareto distributed lengths. The Pareto distribution is heavy tailed for certain choices of parameter values. The assumption of Poisson arrivals of flows can be justified considering the very large number of independent users that generate these flows. In addition, the assumption of the flow sizes being heavy tail distributed is supported by the significant data and research in this area [33]–[36]. Existing studies of performance evaluation of PPBP queues include asymptotic analysis [38], [39] and approximations that are applicable to the full range of parameter values [40]–[42]. However, no exact analytical results are available for such queues.

Whitt [43] extended the earlier work by Kuehn [44], and provided an analysis of a queueing network assuming of renewal arrivals to each individual queue in the network. The analysis in both [43] and [44] was based on the decomposition of the network into individual queues, and approximating the statistical characteristics of each individual queue. This approach, described also in [45], is called parametric decomposition method. It led to a software design tool of AT&T called queueing network analyser (QNA). While QNA generalized existing solutions that were based on pure chance traffic (Poisson processes) by considering renewal processes, MMA further extends QNA by considering even more realistic traffic that comprises CBR, PPBP and Gaussian traffic streams.

Another important Internet traffic model is the Gaussian process [46], [47]. In particular, we use the short range dependent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process as a traffic model [48], [49]. The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model was proposed in [46] as a model for a superposition of a large number of identical, independent processes. An approximation for the bandwidth requirement of multiplexed Gaussian distribution bit rate streams is given in [50], which is equal to mean aggregate bit rate plus several standard deviations of the aggregate bit rate, where the number of standard deviations depends on the grade of service (GoS).

In addressing comprehensively the optimization of networks, it is common to consider the problem of developing a mathematical formulation that captures all the key realistic features of networks that includes all its layers and potential technology alternatives. This includes understanding of how network technologies impact the network design of resource provisioning and network operation by considering how the traffic demand variability affects routing. For this purpose, we need algorithms that provide optimal or near to optimal designs for a realistically large-scale network.
Most of the optimization problems associated with realistic size networks cannot be solved in a practically sufficient short time with existing algorithms and available software tools [8]. When we consider all the aspects, it becomes harder to find a comprehensive solution for all relevant cases. As far as we are aware, there is no existing algorithm that provides optimal solution for a realistic size multi-layered network with both CBR and VBR traffic streams which can be used in a design tool to achieve realistic and cost-effective solutions in polynomial time. Such a tool is needed for future network design.

We have published several conference papers that described earlier versions of this work in [7], [10], and [51]–[54], and in the PhD thesis of the third author [55]. We have developed a web-based online optimization tool platform called Netml [7]. The Netml system includes features that allow us to visualize capacity assignment as well as utilization for each physical and virtual links and provides data for all analyses of MMA. In [51], we introduced the concept of flow-size dependent routing in multi-layered network optimization. Next, in [52], we also clarified that MMA can also help network designers decide the choice of technologies for future network in addition to resource provisioning. In [53], we further expanded the analysis by considering different link types, which are, simple, virtual permanent and dynamic. These links are dynamically generated by MMA to achieve minimum cost. The general idea of MMA was firstly illustrated in [10] and one example network with only PPBP traffic was validated in [54]. More information of previous work can be found in [55].

C. NOVELTY AND CONTRIBUTION

This paper includes a range of MMA related important novel contributions that have not been published earlier. A list of the novel contributions of this paper is provided as follows:

1) Although resource sharing was briefly mentioned in [10] and [55], it was not implemented there as part of MMA. In this paper, for the first time, we report implementation, within MMA, of different traffic sharing allocation schemes of the various transport technologies in the different layers, and cost optimizations by two given cost models between different combinations of these schemes. The inclusion of these sharing schemes in a multi-layered network optimization can significantly affect network costs, leading to more efficient resource provisioning; this is a novel contribution in this paper.

2) For the first time, this paper provides a demonstration based on extensive empirical results that MMA is solvable in polynomial time which makes it applicable to realistic size networks.

3) None of the earlier publications included the formulation of non-linear multi-layered network optimization provided in Section II-C. This formulation rigorously defines the problem solved by MMA.

4) Although our earlier publications on MMA [10], [52], [54] considered CBR and PPBP traffic streams, none of them considered Gaussian traffic streams. The inclusion of Gaussian traffic in MMA further generalizes its traffic modeling and therefore enhances the applicability of MMA to real-life networks.

5) The comprehensive results for MMA validation based on ILP benchmarking presented in this paper are mostly new. We note that ILP formulation presented here was provided in PhD thesis [55], and was used in certain variants for validation of MMA, and some numerical results based on these variants were also published in [54]. In this paper, we consider a wider range of variants that further enhance our understanding of the quality of results achieved by MMA. Also new is the use of visualization for extra validation of MMA results applicable to larger networks. In fact, all the numerical results presented in Section V, are new, and are based on thoroughly verified software using double-entry bookkeeping.

D. ORGANIZATION

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide network and cost models and a formal description of the multi-layered network optimization problem considering CBR and VBR (Gaussian and PPBP) traffic. Section III provides a detailed description of MMA. In Section IV, we present an ILP formulation for a multi-layered network optimization problem considering only CBR traffic. Section V presents extensive numerical results for MMA validation by a range of ILP variants, for evaluation of MMA running time, as well as results that demonstrate MMA scalability, the effect of different sharing schemes, and flow-size dependent routing. Finally, Section VI concludes the whole paper.

II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

We consider an N-node multi-layered communication network, in which traffic streams between each SD pair are modelled as CBR or VBR, and the VBR traffic is modelled by a combination (or mixture) of PPBPs and Gaussian processes. The size of modules in each layer, unit costs of each module, and physical topology of the network are given. Different transport technologies with different traffic sharing characteristics are available in the various layers. We aim to find the optimal resource provisioning considering flow-size dependent routing that minimizes the total network cost with different models of traffic subject to meeting GoS requirements.

The term traffic stream in this paper is defined as a statistical aggregation of flows between an SD pair, and its statistical characteristics can be parameterized by the combined set of parameters of its Gaussian and PPBP components. The term flow represents traffic generated between an SD pair as a result of, for example, a click on a website, making a phone call or sending an email. Under our PPBP traffic
stream model, we assume that the sizes of such flows are Pareto distributed. For Gaussian process or PPBP, the terms traffic stream and demand are used interchangeably. A traffic stream/demand represents a collection of flows between an SD pair, and is defined by its SD pair and its statistical characteristics. A CBR traffic stream is a permanent demand such as a leased line which stays constant for its entire lifetime. A CBR flow places a constant load, in bits/s, during the life of the flow. The flows within a PPBP traffic stream are all CBR.

A. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION

We adopt the framework of [8] which provides a sufficiently general framework for multi-layered network design optimization. The number of layers is \( L \), that are labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots , L \), where Layer 1 is the bottom physical transmission layer and \( L \) is the top layer. Layer \( L + 1 \) is supposed to be a demand layer that contains all statistical information of traffic streams between each SD pair. Layers 2, 3, \ldots , \( L + 1 \), represent virtual topologies. The problem formulation does not limit the number of layers, however, the number of layers must be fixed throughout each experiment.

In this paper, as discussed, in addition to CBR traffic streams, we also assume VBR traffic streams. Although CBR traffic streams, e.g., for private networks, are important, most customers generate VBR traffic streams, so network providers are obliged to make use of statistical multiplexing to save network resources. This highlights the importance of considering VBR traffic streams, as part of resource provisioning of multi-layered network optimization.

We note that, since VBR traffic streams are made up of Pareto distributed flow sizes, the network design algorithms we consider, allow the route for a flow to vary depending on its size – this is called flow-size dependent routing [52]. In general, \( K \) types of flows are defined according to their sizes, denoted by their size indicators \( k = 1, 2, \ldots K \). For example, \( K = 2 \) means that two types of flows are considered, namely, mice and elephants, which had been considered in various publications (e.g. [56], [57]). In PPBP, the random variable \( d \) representing the flow-size follows Pareto distribution given as:

\[
P(d > x) = \begin{cases} \left( \frac{x}{\delta} \right)^{-\gamma}, & \text{if } x \geq \delta, \\ 1, & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases}
\]

where \( \delta > 0 \) is the scale parameter which is the lower bound for the random variable \( d \), and \( \gamma > 0 \) is the shape parameter of the Pareto distribution of the flow size \( d \). For \( 1 < \gamma < 2 \), we have the mean \( \mu(d) = \frac{\gamma\delta}{\gamma - 1} \) and the variance is infinite.

Since routing may cause traffic flows to be split according to the size of their flows, we also sometimes need to use the truncated Pareto distribution to describe the flow size distribution of traffic streams. As discussed in [51], the mean and variance of truncated Pareto distribution \( d \) with shape parameter \( \gamma \), minimum flow-size of truncated Pareto flows \( \delta \) and maximum flow-size of truncated Pareto flows \( \Delta \) is given as:

\[
\mu(d) = \frac{\gamma (\delta^{1-\gamma} - \Delta^{1-\gamma})}{(\gamma - 1) (\delta^{-\gamma} - \Delta^{-\gamma})},
\]

\[
\sigma^2(d) = \frac{\gamma \delta (\delta^{2-\gamma} - \Delta^{2-\gamma})}{(\gamma - 2) (\delta^{1-\gamma} - \Delta^{1-\gamma})}.
\]

Traffic with an un-truncated Pareto distribution contains, in general, both mice and elephants, whereas traffic with a truncated Pareto distribution might contain only mice if \( \Delta \) is small. Also, if the lower limit \( \delta \) of the Pareto distribution is large, a traffic stream might contain only elephants.

B. NETWORK AND COST MODEL

In this section, we describe in detail our network model and how costs are assigned to its components. Our network model aims to be as simple as possible while retaining the capacity to include all the key aspects of real network structures that are either directly relevant to cost, or to operations that affect both performance and cost.

a: Layered Link Management

Naturally, the model includes nodes and links. Both of which have a capacity, that is measured in either bits/sec, or packets/sec, which are inter-convertible by the average packet size. Two four-node networks are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. All the nodes have the same structure, and include capability to switch at all three layers of the network. However, links must occur in Layer 1 whenever they occur in Layer \( l - 1 \), but not the other way around. We consider a graph of nodes and links in the network that may consist of the following types of links.

1) Simple links A simple link in Layer 1 is formed between two nodes by providing the transport service between these two nodes in Layer 1 and using a path between these two nodes at Layer \( l - 1 \). Accordingly, a simple

![Figure 3](https://example.com/figure3.png)

**FIGURE 3.** IP over SDH over WDM.
use. Therefore, a clear plan is needed to subdivide costs in these streams must share the cost of the resources that they use. Since the resource is commonly shared by multiple traffic streams, synchronous channels rather than packets.

In some cases, switching technologies have modular capacity, nevertheless, they allow the carried traffic streams to share all the capacity of allocated modules. For example, because Ethernet is a packet-switching technology, it allows all the IP traffic being carried to share the total capacity of each Ethernet link. The packets can only be transferred to another node by a physical link in Layer 1 and then each link in that path will be a simple link that uses a path in Layer $L - 2$, etc. until a path in the physical layer is used.

2) Dynamic links are formed between two nodes by setting up a path between these two nodes in the layer below. The choice of the path is based on the size of flows. In the layers where dynamic links are provided, these links are assumed to be universally available between all the pairs of nodes. However, we also assume that a flow set up cost is incurred for setting up a dynamic link.

3) Virtual permanent links are also formed between two nodes by setting up a path between these two nodes which is permanently active, hence, there is no setup cost for each flow. Virtual permanent links, however, incur an additional permanent cost due to the requirement for entries in MPLS tables, for example. This cost is assumed to be the same for each virtual permanent link, irrespective of any of its characteristics, in particular its rate, although it might be different in each layer.

b: Traffic Sharing Over Layers

In some cases, switching technologies have modular capacity, nevertheless, they allow the carried traffic streams to share all the capacity of allocated modules. For example, because Ethernet is a packet-switching technology, it allows all the IP traffic being carried to share the total capacity of each Ethernet link. The same is true of ATM, but it is not true for an SDH layer because although SDH has switches, they switch synchronous channels rather than packets.

As sharing schemes are applied, since each network resource is commonly shared by multiple traffic streams, these streams must share the cost of the resources that they use. Therefore, a clear plan is needed to subdivide costs in a cost model. Assigning costs for modules to streams, or to be more precise, to individual packets that make up a flow, is challenging because modules may be shared in several ways by the streams. In MMA [7], the different schemes of sharing of resources, associated with each layer of a layered network are as follows (see also in [10]):

1) Non-traffic-sharing allocation scheme In MMA, the most basic allocation scheme is termed, Non-traffic-sharing. This scheme is an option for any layer. The resource is only used by the specific stream assigned to the module. Since the unused module of the links cannot be further used, the total cost of the module should be borne by the stream that uses it. This is the appropriate sharing scheme to use for SDH.

2) Traffic-sharing allocation scheme In this situation, traffic can be routed on a link without having exclusive access to the network resource. This is called Traffic-sharing. For example, the unused resource of a link could be shared by any traffic and not necessarily traffic between the two end-nodes. If a link has been allocated in multiple modules and the streams within these modules do not fully utilize them, the unused capacity of these modules is preferably shared by other streams. This is the appropriate sharing scheme to use in IP, Ethernet.

An important technology which is also relevant to this paper is the OTN architecture as shown in Fig. 2. One important advantage of OTN over ATM/SDH/WDM, is that it allows using traffic-sharing. In particular, the new transmission architecture, based on carrier Ethernet with capacities of 1 Gb/s and 10 Gb/s, and in future 100 Gb/s, is capable of traffic-sharing. SDH, on the other hand, normally is not capable of traffic-sharing because it has to be carried in SDH switches which are based on a TADM architecture. This helps to explain why the OTN architecture provides transmission capacity more cost-effectively, because, in OTN, the capacity in the link is not dedicated, so unutilized capacity can be further used for other traffic. Ethernet is also a technology that has this property. Hence, such technologies in various layers should be modelled as traffic-sharing.

c: Cost Model

In addition to nodes and links, the model includes the concept of ports, which are required at the physical or virtual interface of links. A link in Layer $L$ requires a Layer $L$ port. As shown in Fig. 3, at a terminal node (Node D for example) of a link in layer $L$, there must be ports for layers 1 up to $L$. Fig. 4 shows an example of the ports used by each link in each layer when a dynamic link or a virtual permanent link is used between the SD nodes at layer $L$. At intermediate nodes (e.g. Node B and Node C), a link might require only ports in layers 1 to $k < L$. In a node, packets are transferred through links between layers and switched from input port to output port by switching fabrics in the node. The packets can only be transferred to another node by a physical link in Layer 1 between these two nodes.
Consider an example of setting up dynamic link of an Ethernet path through a network under traffic-sharing scheme. The setup process is mainly handled by the IP router which is in the layer above, not by the Ethernet switches. When dynamic links are used, additional costs which are expressed as overheads are introduced: flow set-up cost which is expressed as a percentage overhead relative to the layer and assigned to this layer when costs are added up.

The flow set-up cost is born in two layers, the layer where the links of the path exist, and the layer above, in which the path appears as a dynamic link. For simplicity, in the experiments, we ignore the cost incurred in the lower of these two layers. When flow set-up cost is 0, dynamic links are always cheaper than the two hops of static simple links, because the switching cost in the middle hop is not incurred, and there are no costs in using dynamic links.

Costs are assigned as module costs, which for each layer, represent the cost of the ports which implement the particular technology, i.e., the cost of the equipment resources required for this layer. The cost of a network is determined by the capacity of the ports associated with each link or node. The capacity of ports is determined by the traffic streams using this link or node and the technology (traffic sharing scheme) used in this layer. Generally, capacities of links are allocated in discrete modules. For example, in multiples of 1 Gbit/s, multiples of 10 Gbit/s, etc. This sometimes causes a waste of capacity (due to an underutilized module) that propagates to lower layers. This is due to the fact that, usually, the entire capacity (all the modules) of Layer 1 must be carried by Layer 1 − 1. This will usually be larger than the aggregated traffic of Layer 1. If only a small proportion of a large module is used, on a certain link, the cost of using this link will be high, and the design algorithm will tend to reduce the use of such a link, possibly even to the point where it is not used at all.

In MMA, the different cost models of resources, associated with each layer of a layered network are as follows:

1) Port-accounting cost model In this model, capacity is associated with ports of links. For example, in IP layer, each modular cost includes CAPEX and OPEX of routing traffic streams in the link using that module. The way we model the cost of resources is based on capacity of links in the network. We allow the traffic streams to share/not share the resources provided by links. This is termed Port-accounting; it is appropriate for use in all the layers.

2) Node-accounting cost model In this model, capacity is not associated with links but calculated in nodes at top layer. The cost of node resources is determined by a weighted sum of the originating, transit, and terminating traffic at the node. This cost model is only appropriate to the top layer, e.g. the IP layer. This is termed Node-accounting.

Generally, the design of multi-layered network involves more than two layers with different technologies. Therefore, the layers can apply different combinations of traffic sharing schemes. Different sharing scheme could be used in different technologies and may involve different costs. Let us consider an example in a 3-layer network combined with different schemes of sharing, with and without dynamic links (at the top layer). A simple network and traffic model for use here is the non-traffic-sharing scheme with port-accounting for each layer. In this model, the original demands determine the capacity of links at top layer and then the capacity of the links are served in turn as the demands to be routed in the second layer. Thus, we need to determine the capacity of links in the second layer based on routing in this layer which in turn served as the demands to be routed in the bottom layer.

Node-accounting is useful if we include dimensioning of IP routers. Node-accounting is important if we wish to model and estimate the cost saving due to the use of dynamic links. In real networks, dynamic links will only be used because the top-layer switching (routing) cost can be avoided by using them. We model the cost of nodes by using node-accounting. When node-accounting is used, the cost of that layer is based on the choice of nodes, not on the links in that layer. The links, in fact, appear to have no cost. Or to be more precise, the cost of the links is passed on to the nodes, and to the layers below. When traffic-sharing scheme with node-accounting is used, the setting up of dynamic links at Layer L, which uses the resources in the layer below, can be interpreted as making a choice of the preferred technology, for example, bypassing a certain switching technology which is available at Layer L. Therefore, when MMA chooses a certain route, this can be viewed as the choice of a preferred technology.

d: Examples

Fig. 3 shows a network in which IP, SDH and WDM technologies are used in Layers 3, 2, and 1, respectively. Three traffic streams from different IP ports (which are in different colors) are transmitted through SDH ports and further aggregated at WDM layer in source Node A. The aggregated traffic is transported by physical links to destination Node D via intermediate Node B and Node C. The ports of Node B and Node C switch the traffic streams from an input port to an output port using a switching capability in the IP layer. When Ethernet is applied at Layer 2 instead of SDH as shown in Fig. 4, in source Node A, the sharing of capacity happens in both Layer 1 and 2. Three traffic streams from different IP ports aggregated at Ethernet ports at layer 2 and further share its capacity in WDM at Layer 1. The aggregated traffic then is transported by physical links to destination Node D going through intermediate Node B and Node C. Since two dynamic links are set up in Layer 3 by adding a path between these two nodes at Layer 2, a link might require only ports in Layers 1 and 2 at intermediate nodes. In Fig. 4, the traffic streams only use the ports of Layers 1 and 2 in the intermediate Node B.

We also provide a diagram directly from the Netml system which displays networks designed by MMA under different settings. There are three PPBP traffic streams from Node A to Node D with same means and standard deviations in a four-node network. Three layers with different
module sizes for each layer are pre-defined in the settings. The Figs. 5(a)-(c) describe the resource provisioning for each link (node) with different sharing schemes in the Layer 3. The settings in other layers are the same.

The colors of links represent the generated links in different layers and the number on the link represents the number of modules used on that link (node) which imply the costs of resources. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the resource is allocated to links at to all the hops in each layer where the traffic travels which is the same principle as Fig. 3. When the dynamic link is enabled and traffic-sharing scheme is used, the results are shown in Figs. 5(b)-(c). One dynamic link is generated by MMA between Node A and Node D which saves the switching cost of Layer 3. In the case of traffic-sharing scheme with port-accounting cost model as Fig. 5(b), the total cost of Layer 3 is the resource used by the dynamic link which is 6 units and this saves up 12 units compared to non-traffic sharing scheme. This scheme is the same principle as illustrated in Fig. 4. In the case of node-accounting cost model as Fig. 5(c), the cost of the top layer is calculated in nodes which the traffic originating or terminating. Therefore, there is no cost involved in Node B and Node C which saves up to 6 modules compared to Fig. 5(a).

### Discussion
Defining network and cost models which adequately explain the functionality and cost of modern networking technology, and developing a network design tool which full reflects these costs, can help us to explore different combinations of alternative technologies, (e.g. IP, SDH, Ethernet/OTN, WDM) which may be operating in one network. To compare the different combinations of technologies in our experiments, we specify the technologies for use in different layers and allow the tool to optimize network cost. When investigating whether to choose one technology or another, the design tool must be run multiple times: once for each alternative combination of technologies considered. When comparing technologies, the presence or absence of traffic sharing is expected to be a feature which features prominently. This will help service providers compare between multiple competing technologies.

### C. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The general network design problem which was previously described informally will now be set out more formally. The goal is to determine $C_l$ which represents the capacity of each link in each layer which takes a discrete value representing multiples of modules, which depends on the layer.

Two distinct types of dimensioning algorithm may be selected, one type suited to access networks, and the other suited to core networks. When access type dimensioning is selected, the maximum utilization of each link is fixed. In this case, therefore, the mean of the aggregate traffic on a link is used to determine its minimum required capacity. When the core type dimensioning is selected, the minimum required capacity is determined to suit the target GoS and for this purpose, the mean and standard deviation of the traffic on a link is taken into account. In this paper, it is assumed that the core type dimensioning algorithm is selected on all links.

The function $Q^l(\cdot, \cdot)$ in the following is the GoS function which guarantees the minimum capacity requirement
for acceptable blocking probability. When the dynamic links and virtual permanent link are not considered, the objective function and constraints are quite simple because in such case we only consider costs associated with the mean and the standard deviation of the bit-rate of traffic on any link. The total cost of Layer $l$ given by:

$$C(l) = \sum_{e=1}^{E(l)} \left( E_{e}^{l} c_{e}^{l} \right),$$

subject to, for each Layer, $l = 1, \ldots, L$, where transmission capacity must be allocated, and each link $e$, in Layer $l$:

$$Q_{e}^{l} \left( \sum_{t=1}^{T(t)} M_{e,t}^{l} + \sum_{t=1}^{T(t)} S_{e,t}^{l} \right) \leq c_{e}^{l}.$$  

As discussed, traffic streams between their sources and destinations follow either Gaussian or CBR processes, or PPBP’s. Note that a CBR traffic stream can be viewed as a Gaussian stream with zero variance. When a traffic stream is modelled as Gaussian [58], the capacity of a link $e$ in Layer $l$ is determined by the mean and variance of the traffic on this link subject to GoS requirements which forced by the $Q_{e}^{l}(\cdot, \cdot)$ function.

The objective function is more complicated for PPBP traffic streams, since different types of Pareto distributed flow are considered, and we allow a possibility that the traffic stream can be split according to flow-size dependent routing by setting up a dynamic link between every two end nodes. The objective function should be modified to allow a dynamic link in Layer $l$ which involves a flow set-up cost $f^{l}$ to be identified with a path in a layer below if dynamic links are enabled. If virtual permanent link is enabled, the objective function should also consider a virtual permanent link cost which is assumed to be the same for each virtual permanent link. Our final objective is given by:

$$C(l) = \sum_{e=1}^{E(l)} \left( E_{e}^{l} c_{e}^{l} \right) + \sum_{d=1}^{D^{l}} p_{d}^{l} + \sum_{p=1}^{P^{l}} f^{l}(\cdot),$$

where for each layer, $l = 1, \ldots, L$, and each link, in Layer $l$ are subject to the previous GoS function.

Recall that the PPBP traffic streams are split by flow-size dependent routing. Therefore, when considering both Gaussian and PPBP traffic, in this case, we define traffic $t$ represents a Gaussian traffic stream and traffic $k$ represents a PPBP traffic stream. Suppose a Poisson stream of truncated Pareto flow $k$ on link $e$ has arrival rate $\lambda_{e,k}$, traffic bit rate $\mu_{k}$, with a range of flow sizes from $\delta_{k}$ to $\Delta_{k}$. The mean of traffic $k$ is given by $M_{e,k}$ which denotes the mean bit-rate of the PPBP traffic $k$ transported on link $e$ through layer $l$ with flow-size smaller than $\Delta_{k}$ and larger than $\delta_{k}$. According to [51]:

$$M_{e,k} = \lambda_{e,k} \mu_{k} \frac{\delta_{k}}{\Delta_{k}}.$$

The mean bit-rate of PPBP traffic $k$ transported on link $e$ through layer $l$ with un-truncated Pareto flow-size larger than $\delta_{k}$ is [40]:

$$M_{e,k} = \lambda_{e,k} \mu_{k} \frac{\delta_{k}}{\Delta_{k}} \frac{\gamma_{l}}{\gamma_{l} - 1},$$

The total mean bit rate of the link $e$ on Layer $l$ is the summation of mean of all the traffic on this link, i.e.

$$M_{e,l} = \sum_{(k,t)=(1,1)}^{T(t)} \left( M_{e,t}^{l} + M_{e,k}^{l} \right).$$

The PPBP traffic variance $S_{e}^{l}$ on link $e$ through Layer $l$ is given by the variance of a Poisson distribution with mean given by the number of active flows, as explained in Section II-A and in [51].

III. THE MULTI-LAYERED MARKET ALGORITHM
MMA is an iterative algorithm, where at each iteration, traffic is routed in each layer, and links are dimensioned to carry it. Layer $L+1$ represents the demands from customers, and each Layer $l$, $l = 1 \ldots L$ can be viewed as a business that must meet the demand itself, or outsource it by using a dynamic or virtual permanent link associated with a path in the layer below. In each layer, MMA iteratively assigns link capacities to satisfy the GoS constraints which is defined by $Q_{e}^{l}(\cdot, \cdot)$ function in Section II-C. The assigned capacity for each link in each layer is based on routing, and results in a set of costs of links which are calculated at each layer based on the number of modules of the links. At the end of each iteration, the cost of using each link is determined from the routing and link

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Table of notation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C(l)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{e}^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{e}^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{e}^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{d}^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{e,t}^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{e,k}^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{e,k}^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{k}^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_{k}^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{p}^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{e}^{l}(\cdot, \cdot)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^{l}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^{l}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The superscript $(\cdot)^{l}$ uniformly denotes the layer.
capacity assignment which is current at that time. The process repeats itself until there are insignificant differences between successive iterations. It should be mentioned that a certain number of dynamic or virtual permanent links are applied in routing to save total network cost, while unused links are deleted if they are unused for a sequence of iterations. Pseudo-code for MMA is shown in Algorithm 1 and the terminology is in Table 2.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo Code for MMA

```plaintext
traffic stream id[x] ← 0
flowsize[i] ← d[i]
while it < minIts && (it < maxIts) & (c ≥ Δc' ≥ Δ) do
  for l = L, ..., 1 do
    Set up simple links in Layer[l] according to the physical topology;
  end for
  for l = L, ..., 2 do
    if d[i] ≠ 0 then
      Set up dynamic and virtual permanent links in Layer[l];
      Split streams based on their size;
      Route split streams by Floyd’s algorithm in Layer[l] based on traffic sharing scheme;
    end if
    Merge demands from Layer[l] and the split streams in Layer[l - 1];
    Calculate capacity in Layer[l - 1];
    if x < Max then
      traffic stream id[x]++
    end if
  end for
  Remove unused simple, dynamic and virtual permanent links;
  Calculate costs based on cost models;
  Update costs;
end while
```

Table 2. Terminology for Algorithm 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>id[x]</td>
<td>Traffic stream ID number x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it</td>
<td>the Number of current iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minIts</td>
<td>The minimum number of iterations the algorithm should run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxIts</td>
<td>The maximum number of iterations the algorithm could run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flowsize d[i]</td>
<td>Flow-size type i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Total number of the layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>Layer number (0, ..., L - 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Total number of the traffic streams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Difference of cost value from one iteration to next</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c'</td>
<td>Value of c at one iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Stopping criterion based on c and c'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. ILP FORMULATION

ILP formulations are widely used for modeling multi-layered network optimization problem and the fundamental ideas can be found in the book [8]. The objective function of the problems is to minimize the total network cost in terms of reduction of CAPEX and OPEX. In this section, we provide an ILP formulation for a multi-layered network optimization problem where the objective function is the minimization of network cost in terms of capacity assignment for links. To be specific, in our ILP, every traffic stream has a mean and a variance (or standard deviation) of the bit-rate. There will be multiple simultaneously transmitted streams between each SD pair. The capacity requirement of a traffic stream k from node i to node j is defined as $x_{ij}^k$. Since ILP is only solvable for deterministic traffic, the capacity required is calculated as the mean bit-rate of the traffic stream plus $N_\sigma$ times the standard deviation of the traffic bit-rate to guarantee the blocking performance [50]. Different approaches for accommodating VBR traffic in the ILP framework are explored in Section V. The value of $N_\sigma$ is set according to the GoS requirement. The capacity of each link is calculated as the number of modules multiply by the module capacity, which should not smaller than the summation of the carried capacity requirements of each traffic streams on that link.

The ILP cannot guarantee that an optimal solution is found if the routing choices for traffic streams are limited. If routing choices are not limited, better solutions may be obtained. Traffic streams may be split and can choose a realistic subset of paths instead of being restricted to specific routing choices, e.g., shortest path routing. Each traffic stream may choose the same routing path or split to different routing paths. Multiple traffic streams between the same SD pair are routed independently in the top $(Lth)$ layer. These traffic streams are merged in the lower layers which is similar to traffic grooming which is the strategy which is applied in current networks.

Note that the ILP formulation does not include the complication of VBR traffic that we considered in the previous section, however even without such considerations, the algorithmic complexity of ILP must rule out applications to large networks. The ILP optimal results provide traffic routing as well as capacity assignments which are used as benchmark to validate MMA in the case of small networks.

FORMAL STATEMENT

Indices:

- $P_{m,n,l}$: a binary number, which donates a link between nodes $m$ and $n$. $P_{m,n,l} = 1$ if link between $m$ and $n$ is connected, which $m$ is original node and $n$ is destination node at layer $l$, otherwise is equal to 0.
- $L$: number of layers of the network.
- $l$: the $l$th layer of the network, $l = 1$ is the bottom physical layer, $l = L + 1$ is the demand layer.
- $C_l$: module size of $l$th layer.
- $K_l$: cost per module of $l$th layer, where $K_l \gg K_{l-1}$, $l = 0, 2, \ldots, L - 1$. 
\( x_{ij}^k \): denotes the load of traffic stream \( k \) from node \( i \) to node \( j \).

\( T \): transmission cost in the physical layer for one module in one unit length.

\( U \): a large integer.

\( i, j, m, n, t \): nodes.

**Variables:**

\( F_{mn,l}^{ij}, k \): an integer variable, which denotes the amount of carried traffic on link \((m, n)\) of Layer \( L \) of traffic stream \( k \) from node \( i \) to node \( j \) in Layer \( L \).

\( F_{mn,l}^{ij} \): an integer variable, which denotes the amount of carried traffic on link \((m, n)\) of Layer \( l \) for the link \((i, j)\) at Layer \((l + 1)\).

\( y_{mn,l} \): total amount of traffic on link \((m, n)\) in layer \( l \).

\( M_{mn,l} \): an integer variable, which denotes the number of modules that link \((m, n)\) uses in Layer \( l \).

**Objective:**

\[
\text{Minimize} : \sum_{l} \sum_{m} K_{l} \cdot M_{mn,l} + \sum_{m,n} T \cdot P_{mn,1} \cdot M_{mn,1}
\]

The objective function is: minimize total network cost.

**Constraints:**

\[
\sum_{n} F_{mn,l}^{ij} = \sum_{m} F_{mn,l}^{ij} = x_{ij}^k \quad \forall i, j, k
\]

\[
\sum_{m} F_{mn,l}^{ij} = \sum_{n} F_{mn,l}^{ij} = y_{mn,l} \quad \forall m, n
\]

Equations (2)–(4) are flow conservation constraints on the top Layer \( L \), which flow conservations are on each source, transit and destination node. For a specific traffic stream in the Layer \( L \), Equation (2) ensures that outgoing demand of a traffic stream from source node \( i \) is equal to the incoming demand of this traffic stream to destination node \( j \). Both of them are equivalent to the demand of this traffic stream assigned to this SD pair. Equation (3) guarantees that for transit nodes, the demand of traffic outgoing from the node and incoming to the node are the same. Equation (4) ensures each link in Layer \( L \) that the total traffic load is the sum of the traffic streams carried on this link.

Flow conservation constraints also apply to Equations (5)–(7). It should be noted that for optimal routing, flows can be split among multiple paths on the top layer and the flows are groomed together to share a link. The routing is provided for the merged flows in the lower layer. Equation (8) ensures that the capacity offered by the number of modules multiple by the module size, used by any link in each layer, must be larger than the traffic load on that link in that layer. Equation (9) ensures that only two nodes which a have direct connection between them can have direct traffic between them in that layer.

**V. IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS**

In this section, we present numerical results to validate MMA and illustrate its capabilities. We first present a validation of MMA using ILP variants in the case of a six-node network. Then, we provide results for application of MMA to larger networks. Next, we demonstrate that MMA has polynomial running time based on results of a variety of sizes of networks. Finally, further verification by double-entry bookkeeping and validation by visualization of MMA are discussed.

**A. SIX-NODE NETWORK RESULTS**

To solve the ILP optimization for the objective function and constraints described in Section IV, we use a commercial ILP solver – CPLEX [59]. A series of experiments in which ILP and MMA are both applied to the same network and the results compared have been undertaken and the results are reported in this section. The ILP optimization results are used as the benchmark for heuristic algorithm MMA. The network used in all examples has the topology shown in Fig. 6 which has 30 directional SD pairs. We assume there are three layers in all the experiments, and the module sizes for Layers 3, 2, and 1 are assumed to be 0.5 Gb/s, 1 Gb/s and 2 Gb/s, respectively. The modular port cost is normalized as 10, 5 and 1 for Layers 3, 2, and 1, respectively. The cost of physical transmission is 2 for a module (mapping to a port in the physical layer). We also assume that there are multiple traffic streams from different applications between each SD pair. In our experiments, the traffic streams are routed independently at Layer 3 and traffic grooming is applied in the lower layers to share the network resources.

![FIGURE 6. A six-node network.](image)

Traffic streams are assumed to be either CBR or VBR. The VBR traffic streams are modelled either as PPBP or as Gaussian. Two statistical characteristics that are relevant to all the traffic streams are the mean \( \mu \) and standard deviation \( \sigma \). As mentioned previously, in the case of CBR traffic
streams $\sigma = 0$. PPBP traffic streams are characterized by four parameters: Poisson arrival rate $\lambda$, the constant rate of flow $\tau$, the minimum allowable flow-size $\delta$ and the rate of decay of the Pareto tail $\gamma$. Equations that provide the mean $\mu$ and variance $\sigma^2$ and the Hurst parameter $H$ as functions of above four parameters are provided in [40]. The reader is reminded that these traffic streams, in certain cases, may be split and routed over multiple routes. In such a case, for PPBP, such splitting will result in truncated Pareto processes for which we have provided expressions for mean and variance in Section II-C.

Each individual experiment is repeated 10 times with a different randomly selected mean and standard deviation for each traffic stream. For all the numerical results presented here, we assume that the mean of each (VBR and CBR) traffic streams is randomly and uniformly distributed between 10Mb/s and 400 Mb/s, and the standard deviation of its bit-rate is either set to 0, or randomly and uniformly distributed between 40 Mb/s and 120 Mb/s.

In Figs. 7–9, we present numerical results for all the ILP and MMA variants based on the six-node network of Fig. 6. The value plotted in these figures is the average value of total network cost over ten experiments in which the traffic stream means and standard deviations have been varied randomly. The X-axis is the percentage of VBR traffic streams of the total traffic streams where the traffic is modelled by Gaussian or PPBP according to the relevant ILP or MMA variant. The Y-axis is the total cost of the network. To fully explore the benefit of dynamic and virtual permanent links, we suppress one when the other is enabled.

1) TERMINOLOGY

In each experiment, as well as adopting one of the seven different optimization algorithms, the proportion of VBR vs CBR traffic has been varied, and the results are plotted in Figs. 7–9, with the proportion of VBR traffic used as the x-axis. These proportions dictate in each case the proportion of traffic streams for which the standard deviation is set to 0. The capacity allocation for both ILP and MMA is carried out in accordance with the formula $C = \mu + N_\sigma \times \sigma$. The results demonstrated are all based on $N_\sigma = 3$ [60] in this section.

To thoroughly compare ILP and MMA, the optimal cost under three variants of ILP have been compared against the cost obtained by four variants of MMA. The variants of the ILP and MMA network design algorithms are as follows:

1) **ILP with Peak Rate Allocation (ILP + PRA):**

In this variant, we set, conservatively, for every end-to-end stream, the capacity allocation $C = \mu + 3 \times \sigma$. The routing and capacity allocation required to carry these capacities are then found by using CPLEX to solve the ILP problem, as described in Section IV. The solution found in this way will carry these CBR traffic streams, without loss, from the sources to the destinations. This is somewhat similar to Peak Rate Allocation used in the development of B-ISDN in the 1990s and converted bandwidth requirements guarantee the traffic having good enough blocking performances [60]. This approach has the weakness that it wastes too much capacity because it does not consider the capacity saving benefit of statistical multiplexing of VBR streams. Nevertheless, since the ILP is optimal, it still provides a benchmark.

2) **ILP with Statistical Multiplexing End-to-End (ILP + SM_EtE):**

This variant partially overcomes the weakness of the first variant by considering the statistical multiplexing benefit of all the streams for each SD pair. In other words, for every SD pair, we consider a traffic stream comprised of all the individual streams between this SD pair, and we calculate the capacity allocation $C = \mu + 3 \times \sigma$, where now the $\mu$ is equal to the sum of means of the different traffic streams between this SD pair, and $\sigma$ is the square root of the sum of the variances of the different traffic streams between this SD pair. Notice that we assume here that the different traffic streams between a given SD pair are independent.

3) **ILP with Statistical Multiplexing (ILP + SM):**

In the third variant, we use the routing and capacity allocation results obtained from the second variant, and then for each link, we allocate capacity required $C = \mu + 3 \times \sigma$ of the total multiplexed traffic on that link according to GoS.

Four variants that are based on MMA are used for comparison with the above mentioned three ILP variants. The first two of these four variants correspond one-to-one with first two above-mentioned ILP variants. The first two variants involve initially replacing the traffic by CBR traffic with one or other type of peak allocation. This enables us to demonstrate the accuracy of MMA relative to the optimal, but not scalable ILP solutions. In the third and fourth variants, mixtures of VBR and CBR traffic streams are directly supplied to MMA without conversion to CBR traffic by any type of peak-rate or statistical allocation scheme first.

1) **MMA with Peak Rate Allocation (MMA + PRA):**

This is equivalent to the first ILP variant, namely, ILP + PRA, where we set conservatively, for every end-to-end stream, the capacity allocation $C = \mu + 3 \times \sigma$. In this way, all traffic streams become CBR.

2) **MMA with Statistical Multiplexing End-to-End (MMA + SM_EtE):**

This is equivalent to the second ILP variant, namely, ILP + SM_EtE. Traffic between each SD pair is converted to CBR streams with throughput $C = \mu + 3 \times \sigma$, where $\mu$ and $\sigma$ are the mean and standard deviation of the aggregate traffic.

3) **MMA with Statistical Multiplexing (MMA + SM):**

This is equivalent to ILP with Statistical Multiplexing. The traffic is modelled by Gaussian with two parameter $\mu$ and $\sigma$, and the capacity required on that link by the formula $C = \mu + 3 \times \sigma$, according to GoS.
MMA: The VBR traffic streams are modelled by PPBP parameters, and for each link in each layer, the capacity assignment meets the QoS constraints using the link capacity determined by previous iterations of routing as Section II. The virtual permanent links and dynamic links could be applied.

In Figs. 7 and 8, we present results for cases where the non-traffic-sharing is chosen in Layer 3 in all relevant MMA variants when dynamic or virtual permanent links are disabled. We also present results for cases where the traffic-sharing is chosen in Layer 3 and 2 and dynamic or virtual permanent links are enabled. We consider two approaches in our optimizations. Firstly, the same physical topology, as described in Fig. 6, is used in all layers, and original topology only is used in every layer for ILP. In ILP variants, which use original topology only, since the ILP model does not allow link costs to vary dynamically, dynamic links are not relevant. Hence, in MMA variants which we compare with ILP, in these cases (where routing is always shortest path), dynamic links are not included as an option. In the second approach, all three ILP variants and MMA with dynamic or virtual permanent links choose the fully-meshed topology at the top layer (Layer 3). In particular, in all three ILP variants, a direct link can be selected between all pairs of nodes at Layer 3.

In our experiments, we consider six traffic streams between each SD pair in the network. In MMA + SM and MMA, we vary the proportion of the traffic carried by VBR traffic streams of the total traffic (CBR + VBR). This is done by varying the proportion of the number of SD pairs of the VBR traffic streams of the total number of SD pairs. This enables us to observe the effect of this proportion on the efficiency of the heuristic algorithm (MMA) relative to its ILP benchmark. The total network costs of the ILP and MMA variants are compared under various proportion of VBR traffic streams.

2) RESULTS

Recall that each plotted point in Figs. 7–9 is the averaged outcome from 10 individual experiments, as discussed in Section V-A.1. For each individual experiment, the same network and traffic is used as the problem to solve for each of the seven ILP and MMA variants. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals for the total network cost were calculated, using the Student-t distribution. None of the confidence intervals exceeded 10% of the estimates.

When the same physical topology (see Fig. 6) is used in all layers, the ILP + PRA outperforms the heuristic algorithm MMA + PRA by about 10%. ILP has an advantage over MMA when there are opportunities to route traffic through the spare capacity on links. However, it will be difficult in real networks to use the unutilized capacity in this way by splitting traffic and forcing some of it to use non-shortest path routes.

By using statistical multiplexing for the traffic between the same SD pairs, ILP + SM_EtE can save up to 1/4 of the total network cost compared to ILP + PRA. This may be explained by the fact that the traffic streams between the same SD pairs can share common switching and transmission resources. By using ILP + SM, the total cost of the network can be further reduced, by nearly 1/6, compared with ILP + SM_EtE. As more traffic streams share common resources carried on each link, the effect of statistical multiplexing is significant in improving link utilization.

In Fig. 8, we present results where fully-meshed topology can be used in Layer 3 in all three ILP variants, so a full mesh of SD links can be used in the top layer. First, notice that savings of up to 1/4 of the total network cost is achieved by ILP + PRA with fully-meshed topology in Fig. 8 compared to ILP + PRA with original topology shown in Fig. 7. Notice that when the original topology is used in every layer, there is limited candidate choice of routing in each layer. When fully-meshed topology is applied in Layer 3, a direct link between all pair of nodes could be set which produces an optimal choice of...
with original topology saves more cost than MMA which cost is negligible. In Fig. 7, we observe that ILP + dynamic links by making the assumption that their set-up cost in Layer 3. The aim here is to estimate the full potential in terms of cost-saving of using an end-to-end dynamic link in Layer 3. This encourages PPBP traffic streams to benefit from no set-up cost and also from saving switching setting up a dynamic link between two nodes in Layer 3 will 0 while virtual permanent links are disabled. In this case, the network cost difference of ILP + SM and MMA is reduced as the proportion of VBR traffic increases because of the increase of statistical multiplexing and the benefit of spare capacity reuse.

In Fig. 7, the non-traffic-sharing is used in Layer 3, 2 and 1 for MMA + PRA and MMA. When dynamic or virtual permanent links are applied in MMA, they enable more efficient utilization of capacity as compared to the utilization achievable without dynamic or permanent links. When VBR is more than 80% of the total traffic, MMA can achieve a further cost reduction of cutting one fourth of the total network cost by taking advantage of dynamic or permanent links. The Layer 3 becomes a nearly fully meshed topology with dynamic links in MMA. The reason is that when more traffic streams are VBR, MMA can save more bandwidths by using dynamic or permanent links because different flows in a PPBP traffic stream may be transported by paths in different layers. Consider an example of setting up a dynamic link of an Ethernet path through a network. The setup process is mainly handled by the IP router which is in Layer 3. When flow set up cost is 0, using dynamic links are cheaper than transporting the traffic on multiple hops of static simple links, because the switching cost in the intermediate nodes is saved, and there is no cost in setting up dynamic or virtual permanent links.

In Fig. 8, in MMA, VBR traffic streams are modelled by PPBP parameters and traffic-sharing is used in Layers 2 and 3, which implies that large volumes of traffic are directly passed down to Layer 2, and Layer 2 is actually handling the traffic. The results show that for the examples studied, when dynamic or virtual permanent links are applied, the total network cost can be lower by up to 10% when all the traffic streams are VBR as compared to the ILP + SM variant which optimizes the routing. We observe in the figure that the VBR proportion increases and the potential benefit of statistical multiplexing increases, so that MMA can further benefit from the reuse of the space capacity, the gap in network cost between ILP + SM and MMA reduces until MMA actually outperforms ILP + SM when all the traffic streams are VBR. One reason is that the traffic with large flow sizes could be transported through a path in the lower layer at lower transport cost. Another reason that when traffic-sharing is used together with dynamic links more opportunities for routing flows are available and therefore more efficient solutions can be found and MMA finds them apparently very well.

In Fig. 8, we also provide results for the MMA + SM variant, in this case, the VBR traffic streams are modelled by Gaussian processes. The reason that Gaussian traffic MMA + SM can save more total network cost compared to MMA can be explained by the fact that Gaussian is normally a far smoother process that PPBP. Notice that in our case γ = 1.5, so that the flow size (burst) variance is infinite.
In Fig. 9, we compare MMA, MMA with dynamic links and MMA with virtual permanent links, where parameters of traffic-sharing (in Layers 2 and 3) are set the same as in the previous cases of Fig. 8. The set-up cost for virtual permanent links and dynamic links are set to 0 at Layer 3. Both of the originating cost and terminating cost equal to 1 and a transit cost in Layer 3 is either zero or non-zero. The node-accounting cost model is explored.

In scenarios involving node-accounting in Layer 3, when traffic-sharing is used for MMA with dynamic or virtual permanent links, the total network cost can be lower by up to 25% when all the traffic streams are VBR. The total network costs are the same for both transit cost (i.e., cost of passing through a transit node) set to zero and non-zero cases when dynamic or virtual permanent links are enabled. The reason is that there will always be a fully meshed network of dynamic or virtual permanent links in the result network. Use of a full mesh in the top layer is normally optimal according to both ILP and MMA. Since the networks are fully-meshed, there will be no transit cost for traffic streams.

These results have demonstrated that a design based on MMA can outperform ILP in a range of variants. However, the most important attribute of MMA is its scalability. In our examples, the running time of MMA is within 2000 milliseconds, compared to ILP with original topology only, which in average is 1200 seconds, and in the case of ILP with fully-meshed topology, the running time is over 10 hours. Therefore, MMA is not only applicable to small networks, but scalable to larger networks, i.e. practical-sized networks.

In Fig. 10, total network cost and the proportion of dynamic links in use are plotted as a function of the flow setup cost. All the traffic and the cost model are the same as the settings used in Fig. 8 and the proportion of VBR traffic streams is fixed to 0.6. The results demonstrate that when flow setup cost is low, the reduction in network cost due to the use of dynamic links is significant. As seen in Fig. 10, when the flow set-up cost is 0, all of the large flows use dynamic links, which results in a fully meshed topology in Layer 3. As flow set-up cost is increased, usage of dynamic links falls off quickly, and when cost is over 0.4 which is expressed as a percentage overhead of Layer 3, dynamic links are of no benefit at all.

B. RESULTS FOR LARGER NETWORKS

Since the PPBP traffic streams are split for the flow-size dependent routing based on a threshold value, it is necessary to explore whether flow-size dependent routing under different threshold is beneficial and can reduce the total network cost. The experiment is conducted by comparison two scenarios: traffic stream routes without flow-size dependent routing, the other is flow-size dependent routing with different flow set-up cost and different threshold. The traffic-sharing is applied to Layer 2 and 3.

Two example networks are presented here: (i) NSFNET with 14 nodes and 21 links (Fig. 11) [61]; (ii) Internet2 with of 53 nodes and 122 links (Fig. 12) [62]. For these practical networks, we still consider three layers which are IP/MPLS, OTN and WDM for Layer 3, 2 and 1, respectively. The size of module and unit cost for each layer are set according to [9] in the network. The PPBP traffic streams are randomly generated between all possible SD pairs in the network.

In the experiments, different thresholds are set and are used to separate small from large flows. The networks used for these experiments are NSFNET and Internet2. The results of the total network cost with various thresholds for NSFNET and Internet2 are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. In both Figs. 13 and 14, variation of total network cost with the choice of the threshold, which distinguishes short from long flows, is shown and provides intuition for how

![FIGURE 11. Netml representation of NSFNET.](image1)

![FIGURE 12. Netml representation of Internet2.](image2)

![FIGURE 10. Total cost and percentage of flow using dynamic link vs. flow setup cost.](image3)
this threshold should be chosen. When the flow set-up cost becomes higher, the utilization of dynamic links is suppressed, and the choice of threshold between short and long flows becomes more critical to achieving lower total network cost by means of flow-size dependent routing. This is to be expected since by the nature of the Pareto distribution of flow sizes, most packets are in large flows, but most flows are small. Since switching cost in upper layers is saved by flow-size dependent routing, it is mainly larger flows which enjoy the benefits of dynamic links. The results also demonstrate when flow setup cost is small enough, flow-size dependent routing can save total network cost because of a large amount of traffic is carried in the layer below. when flow setup cost increases, the cost saving decreases dramatically.

When the flow set-up cost is 0, because when traffic-sharing is in use, all the VBR traffic flows take advantage of the dynamic links by sharing the unused capacity in the links. In Figs. 13 and 14, total network cost saved by flow-size dependent routing is nearly 30%.

C. RUNNING TIME OF MMA

As stated in Section IV, as the number of nodes and links increases, an ILP optimal solution becomes more and more time-consuming, and eventually, the cost is prohibitive. The running time of MMA on a variety of sizes of networks has been determined to demonstrate that MMA is much faster than ILP. MMA has been applied to fully meshed networks with the number of nodes varying from 5 to 60 and with partially randomly deleted links; the time till convergence of MMA on a workstation with a 2.6 GHz processor has been recorded and the results are plotted in Fig. 15. In each network, the number of links is set to a specified fraction of \(n(n - 1)/2\) (which is the number of links for a fully meshed network). The surface shown in Fig. 15 is a least-squares best fit to the experiments, which are shown as the black dots in the plot. This numerical study results in a polynomial complexity of \(O(|V| \times |E|) + O(|V|^4)\) where \(O(|V|^4)\) is the dominant term. The R-squared goodness-of-fit measure for this polynomial fit was found to be 0.9976, which indicates that the model fits the empirical results well. Given that the polynomial-time complexity is normally acceptable and scalable, MMA is a very significant step relative to ILP which is known to have high order complexity (and is probably NP-hard).

D. FURTHER VERIFICATION BY DOUBLE-ENTRY BOOKKEEPING

An important verification that we use is a method called double-entry bookkeeping as mentioned in Section I. It is a high-level check that the optimization algorithm targets the correct cost function. This method has been partly described in [10], that includes a cost report for an earlier version of MMA that does not include sharing schemes. It includes various settings of parameters, which verify that MMA achieves correct results. To implement double-entry bookkeeping, MMA computes a cost-per-packet for all traffic streams in the network. These costs enable MMA to calculate the total network cost by adding up these costs over all carried traffic, which should produce the same estimate of total network cost as obtained by adding up all the network resource costs associated with all links and nodes. An example of a full cost report of a four-node network experiment is provided in Appendix. In order to properly understand the cost model and running a network in MMA, we also provide examples with web-links as in Appendix.
E. FURTHER VALIDATION BY VISUALIZATION

In addition to the validation that we performed using ILP benchmarks, we can also validate the results, to a certain extent, by visualization. This highlights the importance of having visual tools, which enable users to see into the details of networks under study. Multi-layered networks are particularly difficult to visualize and it was felt, near the start of this research, that it would not be possible to develop satisfactory multi-layer design algorithms without powerful visualization tools for multi-layered networks.

The current version of Netml provides such means for visualization. This is illustrated in Fig. 16, that provides a Netml visualization of the optimal results achieved for a six-node network experiment, where we can observe that the links on average are indeed highly utilized. Observe that the red color on the links indicate highly utilized links and indicates efficient network operation. Also, observe that although most links are highly utilized, some links are not fully utilized because in some cases, a large module cannot be filled up. In addition, the details of the network design can also be observed.

FIGURE 16. Netml visualization of a result network.

In Netml, we can observe the chosen path for each traffic stream. In Fig. 16, we present Netml output, where we choose most of the traffic streams to be blurred (light colored) except traffic stream 26, i.e. the traffic stream from Node 5 to Node 1, which we use as an example to describe its path. In particular, it is transported by links from Node 5 to Node 2 and Node 2 to Node 1 at Layer 2. Such method of validation by visualization is applicable to large networks that cannot be validated by ILP benchmarks.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive model of a multi-layered network that involves realistic CBR and VBR (Gaussian and PPBP) traffic streams. The model has led to a new cost-based polynomial-time heuristic algorithm, called MMA, for optimizing resource provisioning, that achieves total network cost minimization by considering end-to-end routes. We have demonstrated the ability of MMA to consider dynamic links based on flow size dependent routing for PPBP traffic streams. Verification of MMA has been achieved by double-entry bookkeeping. Through extensive numerical experiments, we have presented results for MMA validation considering a range of ILP benchmarks for small networks. The results demonstrate the cost-benefit achieved by MMA through classification of flow sizes.

MMA also enables comparison between competing technologies in the same layer. This can be done by multiple MMA runs with different traffic sharing schemes (technologies) and comparison of the total network costs. With the evolution of technologies, different sharing schemes help service providers to explore different combinations between multiple alternative technologies in the same network with different layers. MMA can provide resource provisioning by consideration of efficient traffic management, and can guide telecommunications providers in evolution prediction and choice of technologies for future multi-layered networks.

APPENDIX

This appendix provides a cost verification report of a four-node network experiment which aims to verify that MMA achieves correct results. The cost is calculated by two means: cost by modules of each node and link and also computed by each cost-per-packet. The results show that the total network cost obtained by adding up cost associated with all links and nodes produces the same total network cost by adding up the cost over all carried traffic by using the cost per packet for the path used. This appendix also provides a table that includes examples with web links in which parameters are set in the Netml system.
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URLs of example networks used in Netml.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Figures</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-traffic sharing scheme with post-accounting</td>
<td>Fig. 3</td>
<td><a href="http://netlab.usq.edu.au/netml4/65/index.jsp?netname=fournode_unsharing_costreport&amp;location=Demo&amp;userid=cxmg5">http://netlab.usq.edu.au/netml4/65/index.jsp?netname=fournode_unsharing_costreport&amp;location=Demo&amp;userid=cxmg5</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic-sharing scheme with post-accounting</td>
<td>Fig. 3</td>
<td><a href="http://netlab.usq.edu.au/netml4/65/index.jsp?netname=fournode_linksharing_costreport&amp;location=Demo&amp;userid=cxmg5">http://netlab.usq.edu.au/netml4/65/index.jsp?netname=fournode_linksharing_costreport&amp;location=Demo&amp;userid=cxmg5</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic sharing scheme with node-accounting</td>
<td>Fig. 3</td>
<td><a href="http://netlab.usq.edu.au/netml4/65/index.jsp?netname=fournode_nodeaccounting_costreport&amp;location=Demo&amp;userid=cxmg5">http://netlab.usq.edu.au/netml4/65/index.jsp?netname=fournode_nodeaccounting_costreport&amp;location=Demo&amp;userid=cxmg5</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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